ARE YOU OUR
NEW COLLEAGUE?
Computacenter is Europe's leading independent provider of IT infrastructure
services, enabling users and their business. We advise organisations on IT
strategy, implement the most appropriate technology, optimise its
performance, and manage our customers’ infrastructures. In doing this we
help CIOs and IT departments in enterprise and corporate organisations
maximise productivity and the business value of IT for internal and external
users.
Rooted in core European countries Computacenter combines global reach
with local expertise. We operate Infrastructure Operations Centers and Group
Service Desks across Europe, South Africa and Asia from which our employees
provide user support in 18 languages. Customers with global requirements are
served through an extensive international partner network, which mirrors the
requirements of our European-headquartered client base.

PROJECT DETAILS
 Coordinate with the DC network architect and the DC
team to deliver the new datacenters across multiple
sites
 Troubleshoot issues that arise during the migration
 Work with the DC network architect to deploy new
features on the DC
 Work together to plan new migrations on the new DC
 Discuss with different stakeholders about potential
issues that might occur during the migration of specific
loads.
 Provide solutions in case of technical/engineering
issues.
 Hands-on engineering support during the migration &
execution phase.

Computacenter Belgium is looking for a

SENIOR DATACENTER
NETWORK ENGINEER
ROLE
The Senior Datacenter Network Engineer is
responsible for designing and managing our
enterprise LAN, Internet and WAN environment.
For our DC migration project, we are looking for a DC
network engineer with the following characteristics:

EDUCATION / SKILLS











CCNP DC or CCNP RS
Min. 5 years experience with enterprise networks
(pref. large environments)
Experience with SDN and its building blocks
(VXLAN, ACI, Nuage Networks etc.)
Experience with CLOS/Spine-Leaf DC designs
Knowledge of VXLAN DC deployments
(multipod/multisite)
Strong routing background (BGP, OSPF and
troubleshooting on these protocols)
Experience with DC migrations, brownfield
deployments and troubleshooting
Strong analytical thinking and knowledge of
procedures
Experience and knowledge of server and storage
infrastructure (vmware virtualisation, hyperv etc.)
Experience and knowledge of Nexus 7000/Nexus
9000 (NX-OS mode) switching platforms

OTHER REQUIREMENTS




Ability to work in a dynamic environment
Knowledge of scripting (Python/Ansible)
Linux/Windows networking troubleshooting
knoledge

For internal applications, please inform your direct
management that you are applying for a new challenge.
If you meet the above criteria and you are looking for a new
challenge, we welcome you to send us a detailed resume and
motivation letter to
CCB.RECRUITMENT@COMPUTACENTER.COM

Computacenter N.V.
Ikaroslaan 31
1930 Zaventem
Belgium
Tel: +32 2 704 94 11
Fax: +32 2 704 95 95
www.computacenter.be
BTW BE 0466288601

